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INTRODUCTION 
 
To understand the full picture of marine environmental management the 
Committee need to be aware of the ownership of rights which operate at sea, 
particularly as much of this is by the public in one form or another. 
 
This response looks at the ownership of fish farms and commercial fishing as 
examples. 
 
Fish farming and the role of the Crown Estate 
 
When fish farming commenced it was outside any formal regulatory control – 
but it was mostly controlled by a public body, the Crown Estate, which owns 
much of the foreshore and tidal waters of Scotland out to 12 miles.   This 
ownership is in the same way that any owner holds property on land, and  the 
effect of the passage of the Territorial Sea Act 1987 was that Scotland grew to 
a 12 mile limit from the original 3 – which had been the case since the 
nineteenth century.  The legislation did not make it clear to whom this 
additional land belonged and the Crown Estate assumed ownership (which 
was later tested and verified in the Courts)1. 
 
This extension of the Crown Estates’ marine property coincided with the 
development of fish farms in Scottish waters.  I am unaware how many fish 
farms were developed on other’s property – but it is certainly the case that the 
vast majority of fish farms in Scottish waters are leased from the Crown 
Estate. 
 
There is no question that authorising the use of a piece of marine property for 
a fish farm when it had been seabed is a new use so far as the general public 
would understand.  Land planning stops at the low water mark2 in Scotland 
and so apart from any shore works a fish farm does not require planning 
consent – although regulations mean that new fish farms require 
environmental impact assessments before they are permitted.3  Initially even 
environmental impact assessments were unnecessary. 
 
The Crown Estate now consults widely and has even requested that local 
authorities now undertake this consultation on their behalf4.  There are a few 
very important points which need to be taken into account by the Committee 
so far as regulating the activities of fish farms are concerned. 
 
The Crown Estate’s position as landlord means that even though an 
application for development is made in the name of a fish farming enterprise, 
in reality the Crown Estate is as much a party to the application itself.  Crown 

                                                 
1 Harbour of Lerwick v Crown Estate Commissioners [1991]  SLT 166 
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Estate’s activities are in reality self regulating.  Although this leads to a 
potential democracy gap, this is not in itself problematic, if the lease 
agreements between the fish farmer and the Crown Estate are sufficiently 
flexible and controlling to allow other uses if and when they arise. 
 
For example the positioning of a fish farm suspends the public right to 
navigate.  At the date of an application there may not be any particularly 
significant traffic in a given location but over time this may change.  Much of 
Scotland’s West Coast is forested and this timber will need to be taken out to 
be sold – this can either take place by sea or land depending on the 
availability of roads.  Cluttering up sea lochs with fish farms on long leases 
makes it difficult to bring in ships to remove timber.  Such leases should in 
reality contain break clauses to allow other uses of the water if they arise. 
 
I have not tried in the last two years to obtain a copy of a fish farm lease from 
the Crown Estate – but the last time I did so I was refused detailed information 
on the grounds of “commercial sensitivity”.  This is an anomalous position. 
Since the passage of the Land Registration Act 2002 the main terms of all 
leases over 7 years have been registrable at the Land Registry in England, 
the Land Registry publish the rents and will only withhold these details in 
exceptional circumstances.  Even Tony Blair had to reveal the details of the 
price and the lease terms of the residential flats he purchased in Bristol5.  
Given the Crown Estate’s public role (its profits are covenanted to the 
Treasury) lease terms should also be made public.   
 
s 24 the Water Environment Water and Services (Scotland) Act 2003 is not 
yet in force and is unlikely to be so but a new Planning Bill is likely to extend 
planning measures seaward and would transfer the mechanisms of land 
planning to that of fish farms.   What we now have is a half way house where 
the Crown Estate pass the decision about the new use to the Local Authority 
to make that decision on their behalf. 
 
Planning in the marine environment is problematic.  Land planning is not like 
marine planning because of the number of parties interested in any given 
piece of water and because all land at sea is subject to public rights of fishing 
and navigation.  There is a presupposition when granting a planning 
permission for property on land that the owner has the right to exclude others 
from the property.  This is not the case in the sea and so simply dragging 
wholesale all the detail of the law and practice under the Town and Country 
Planning Acts is not likely to work – particularly since the planning process 
very much revolves around reference to detailed local plans and policy 
guidance which are very much in their infancy so far as the sea is concerned.  
 
In the absence of such detail the role of a planning authority is to decide on 
balance and having heard all the various interests whether a fish farm should 
go ahead or whether it will be a nuisance to the local community.  This is 
about the future use of the property.  In terms of property management, use is 
only a small part of the picture and for long term community involvement 
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issues like the length of term of that that proposed use, beak clauses, 
forfeiture for environmental damage are just as important. These controls 
currently remain with the Crown Estate and are not up for debate so far as I 
am aware. 
  
Commercial fishing and the role of the public right to fish 
 
There is a public right to fish in the sea and tidal waters, which operates in 
Scotland through the Fisheries Act 1705.  The existence of this public right to 
fish is confusing.  It applies equally to recreational and commercial fishermen 
but only those with a fishing vessel licence6 (and quota if required for that 
stock) can fish for profit from a vessel.  There is a conceptual difficulty in that 
since the 1980s the number of fishing vessel licences has been static as an 
attempt at effort restriction. Licences now change hands at inflated prices, as 
although they are technically for two years, there is a tacit understanding that 
they will be automatically reissued at the end of the licence period7.  Complex 
rules allow the aggregation of licences to permit less numbers of larger boats. 
 
The effect of limited numbers of licences means that in practice the right to 
fish commercially is no longer in public ownership but has been privatised and 
belongs to those with licences.  Normally upon the disposal of a valuable 
natural resource the owner would expect to be paid.  Fishermen have not paid 
for their licences but to the contrary are subsidised either through direct 
subsidy from sources such as the EU or indirectly because their management 
costs are born by the general tax payer.8

 
The terms of the public right to fish still apply to fishermen9 in all UK waters to 
the 200 mile limit.  The public right is limited to what is legal and what is 
reasonable, it also limits what activities can be carried out to the seabed. 
 
In terms of compensation because the public right ostensibly belongs to the 
public and fishermen have no property in it, it is unlikely they should receive 
compensation for fisheries closures.  Article 1 of the First protocol of the 
European Convention on Human Rights deals with “possessions” – the rules 
of “natural justice” look at “property”.  No individual can be said to own the 
public right in law as it stands. In fact compensation could amount to an illegal 
subsidy under European competition rules. 
 
There are fundamental problems with the public right to fish: 
 

                                                 
6 Under the Sea Fish (Conservation) Act 1967 
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8 The Downing Street Strategy Unit - Net Benefit 2002 reports page 41 “Total public 
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It operates through all UK waters, in planning terms making all of the UK’s 
773,000 km210 exclusive fishing zone prima facie a fishery and not permitting 
the diversity of uses which we experience on land. 
 
Since it does not belong to fishermen there is no incentive for them to look to 
the long term. 
 
To date (although it is questionable) it has been interpreted as “untrammelled” 
meaning that there is no requirement at the outset to fish in a sensible manner 
– although arguably fishing techniques should be limited to what is 
reasonable11. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
As a result of this review it is worth considering a diversity of ownership as 
part of changes in regulatory measures.  In the same way that the RSPB has 
bought and maintained nature reserves on land community organisations and 
ngos could buy areas of marine land – The public right to fish could also be 
suspended in these and other areas for the establishment of no take zones 
and other primary uses.  Neither of these on the face of it seem particularly 
complex.  The Crown Estate does not seem to be debarred from selling its 
estate (it certainly leases it out freely enough) and out to at least 6 miles 
(there being international obligations beyond that) the Inshore Fisheries 
(Scotland) Act 1984 gives the Minister broad powers to suspend fishing rights.  
This approach should, at least, bear further investigation. 
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